rssaggregator

The following code

{RSS(id=>3)}{RSS}

produces:

**tiki.org articles**
- Welcome to new Tiki project administrators
- Welcome to new Tiki project administrators
- Welcome to new Tiki project administrators
- Welcome to new Tiki project administrators
- Happy Seventeen, Tiki!
- Happy Seventeen, Tiki!
- Happy Seventeen, Tiki!
- Happy Seventeen, Tiki!
- Happy Seventeen, Tiki!

The following code

{RSS(id=>2)}{RSS}

produces:

**N/A**
- Web Development Albuquerque
- Diet CMS
- World’s Best Designed Websites 2017
- Hosting that Helps the Environment?
- The AdWords Foundation
- The AdWords Agency Problem
- Customer Avatar Process
- Are you Over-Exposing Your Clients to Risk?
- Why You Should Be A T-Shaped Web Designer
- Leading With Emotion

And the following code

{RSS(id=>2+3)}{RSS}

*should* combine the 2 RSS feeds, but as of 2007-06-12 (BRANCH-1-9), it does not.

**FIX:** The reason why this is so is because if you are combining feeds, "show publish date" must be checked in the RSS module settings, in order to allow this plugin to sort the combined feeds. **all fixed for 1.9.8**
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